Kakurezaki Ryūichi: Objects born of dialogues between konkōdo and white slip

‘How do ceramicists engage with clay?’
One maker whose activities seem to be a direct response to this question is Kakurezaki Ryūichi (1950-), who
lives and works in Osafune in Okayama Prefecture. The recent trajectory of his work has been the outcome of
an ongoing dialogue with a very distinctive clay mix - konkōdo (literally ‘mixed clay’) - he discovered some years
ago and has since made his own.
The ceramics in this solo exhibition represent a new phase of activity in which Kakurezaki has been using
konkōdo in conjunction with white slip (hakudei). Konkōdo has a strongly individual character, so it is intriguing
to see how Kakurezaki has partnered it with the use of white slip and how successful the endeavour has been.
Kakurezaki talks about konkōdo in terms of ‘diamonds mixed with gravel’. This is a nicely straightforward way
of explaining how he mixes good clay with bad. The area in which Osafune is located is well known as the
centre of Bizen ceramic production. Since the late sixteenth century the clay most favoured by Bizen potters
has been the highly plastic, fine-grained variety excavated from beneath paddy fields. This is called tatsuchi,
meaning rice paddy clay. It is the type of clay from which many famous tea ceramics and other masterpieces of
Bizen ware were made in the past. Since the time of Kaneshige Tōyō (1896-1967), who spearheaded the
twentieth-century revival of Bizen ceramics, tatsuchi has been widely and ever more extensively used. Prior to
the late sixteenth century, Bizen ceramics were made from coarse yamatsuchi (mountain clay), mainly in the
form of storage jars and mixing mortars. Konkōdo consists of reject clays (kuzutsuchi) dug up and discarded
when paddy fields are excavated in search of the tatsuchi hidden below them. They come in a wide range of
colours and particle sizes and have different rates of shrinkage. Now fully attuned to these variations,
Kazurezaki blends his clays in order to produce ‘the rough with the smooth’ effect he seeks to achieve.
The first time Kakurezaki showed the potential of konkōdo as a viable alternative to tatsuchi and yamatsuchi
was his solo exhibition in May 2012 entitled Una Mistura (konkō). Since then he has gone on to use konkōdo
with ever greater confidence and gusto. He uses relatively simple forms as a way of giving voice to its inherent
qualities. Because konkōdo has very little plasticity, he makes slabs of clay which he wraps around plastic pipes,
for example, to make cylindrical forms. He adds their bases separately and then, while the clay is still malleable,
works the forms into final shape.
Despite the constraints that konkōdo imposes on him, Kakurezaki makes a point of calling it a ‘clay with great
potential’. This is no doubt because of the satisfaction he finds in the way new forms seem to emerge naturally
from his engagement with it.
For this exhibition Kakurezaki has used konkōdo in combination with white slip. The challenge for him has been
whether to use the slip to emphasise or to suppress the power of the konkōdo. The works Kazurezaki has made
in recent years - manifestations of his dialogue with konkōdo - include large cylindrical vases, heavy and
roughly formed platters, and tea bowls with beautiful marble-like markings. They are eloquent examples of
how he allows the nature of the clay to determine the direction of his work as he seeks to give voice to the
clay’s innate materiality. My sense is that Kakurezaki has tended to allow the clay to speak too volubly. His
introduction of white slip could perhaps be an attempt to cast a softening veil over the overpowering nature of
the konkōdo he employs.

Looking at the pieces in the exhibition, I was reminded of when Kakurezaki first started using konkōdo and how
he explored different ways of listening to the clay on the one hand and imposing his will over it on the other.
The works in the exhibition are by and large vessel forms designed for practical use. What Kazurezaki has
sought to express is apparent in the forceful eloquence of the konkōdo moderated in various ways by the
application of white slip.
A good example of this is Kazurezaki’s careful deployment of a compressor to spray white slip on to konkōdo to
create a variety of contrasts between the two materials. Sometimes the white slip looks strikingly fresh and
raw, in other cases the konkōdo dominates. There are some pieces where he has applied white slip like a paste.
The richly textured surfaces this produces emphasises the strength and swelling of the underlying forms.
Taking the exhibition as a whole, one can see how Kazurezaki has used all the hallmark techniques he has
developed since starting to work with konkōdo and, in the process of exploring the qualities of his materials,
has infused his works with his own distinctive personality.
Like tatsuchi and yamatsuchi, the clay Kakurezaki uses as white slip comes from Bizen. He has always made a
point of employing local materials and firing his ceramics using techniques appropriate to them. It is not an
exaggeration to say that Bizen ceramics have traditionally all been unglazed stoneware. Kakurezaki has not
hesitated in using a modern kiln in order to achieve the best effects that white slip can offer. There is a parallel
in this with the use by Kaneshige Sozan (1909-1995) of a modern kiln to achieve the dramatic hidasuki (fire
cord) markings for which he was famous. Depending on whether a maker chooses to remain constrained by
convention or takes a path responsive to the changing conditions of our times, the works they produce vary
enormously.
The scorch marks around the bottom of some of the works in the exhibition are clearly intentional. The
introduction of red into a world of white resonates meaningfully in the context of Bizen wares and how they
have traditionally been fired. Kakurezaki’s efforts to transpose traditional Bizen values concerning materials
and firing methods into the modern age is undoubtedly inspiring to many of the younger generation. The high
degree of attention paid to Kakurezaki is due to the meaningfulness of his engagement with new materials.
It goes without saying that Kakurezaki’s experiments with new materials have been born out of the locality that
is Bizen. This being said, his use of konkōdo and the success with which he has created a compelling new
ceramic vocabulary are remarkable for their originality. There is no doubt that he will continue to show ever
new ways of expression through his dialogue with konkōdo.
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